City of Ventura Java Map User Manual
Below is a diagram of the Java Map’s User Interface (UI) and the names of the UI elements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Zoom In/Out buttons
Address Locator (Ventura addresses only)
Aerial Photo Layer Visibility Controls (check the box to make the tiled layer visible)
City Basemap Layer Visibility Controls (check the box to make the tiled layer visible)
Optional Map Layer Visibility Controls (check the box to make the feature layer visible)
Local Map Coordinates button (click on the map to see the X and Y values)
Bookmarks button (choose a category, then choose a bookmark)
Measurement Tools (areas, lengths, and lat/lon coordinates)
APN List Controls (make a list, buffer parcels, export address/business lists)
Links to Other Pages, Maps, and Sites button
Link to the Java Map User Manual (this document!)
Map Source Credits
Map Scale Indicator

Please note: Items 3 - 7, 9 and 10 share a common, multi-purpose panel, immediately beneath
the toolbar shown here. Clicking on any one of these seven buttons will temporarily enable the
multi-purpose panel and display the UI specific to that tool or function. Closing the multipurpose panel removes it from the display. Choose a tool from the toolbar to bring it back.
Native Map UI: In addition to the items listed above, you can also control the map with the mouse
cursor and mouse wheel. The mouse wheel acts as a zoom in/out controller. The mouse cursor has two
functions. First, a click-drag-release action will pan the map to show a new map extent without
changing the map scale. Second, a single click on certain features on the map may result in creation of a
pop-up information balloon with information about the item clicked upon.

Map Layers: There are three kinds of map layers used in the Java Map: City Basemap Layers, Aerial
Photo Layers, and Optional Map Layers. Each group has its own panel for visibility control (items 3, 4,
and 5 in the diagram at the top of the first page of this document). Every tiled map layer and every
feature layer includes the following items in its row of the UI:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Visibilty Checkbox – Checked means the layer is visible, unchecked means the layer is not visible
Layer Name/Label
Four Layer Opacity buttons – sets the layer’s opacity to a percentage (35%, 60%, 80%, or 100%)
Layer Information button – displays layer details, a link to REST, and applicable Search Options

City Basemap Layers: The panel for these layers is made visible by clicking the first of three layer
visibility control icons in the tool tray. Except for the last three items listed in this panel, each layer
represents a tiled map service, whose content has been pre-rendered as a series of tiles grouped by
Level of Detail (LOD). There are 11 LOD with map scales ranging from 1:153600 (12,800 feet per inch)
down to 1:150 (12.5 feet per inch). The last three items on this list turn ON or OFF (default is ON)
special purpose Feature Layers used to get additional information about Parcels and Addresses or to
outline selected parcels. These functions are described in greater detail later in this document.
Aerial Photo Layers: The panel for these layers is made visible by clicking the second of three layer
visibility control icons in the tool tray. Like the City Basemap Layers, these layers are all tiled map
services, but it is rare for the tiles to have been generated for the their closest LOD. As a result, these
layers typically stop rendering at the 1:300 (25 feet per inch) LOD or even the 1:600 LOD (50 feet per
inch). The panel includes the same three checkboxes as are at the end of the City Basemap Layers list.
Optional Map Layers: Unlike city basemaps and aerial photos, these are Feature Layers, each based on a
single GIS layer, and when visible each has a pop-up information balloon that appears when you click on
the feature on the map. The UI row for each Optional Map Layer includes a button to open the layer’s
attribute table in a new tab using the Java Grid page. Clicking on the Name/Label of one of these layers
has the same effect as clicking the Layer Information button, replacing the contents of the panel with
some information about the layer, a REST link, and any applicable search options. Closing the layer
information display will revert the contents of the panel back to the Optional Map Layer Visibility
display. As soon as at least one of the Optional Map Layers has been switched ON, the Optional Map
Layer Legends panel (described below) appears on the map, just below the Address Locator UI.

The following diagram illustrates how to navigate the multi-purpose panel for Optional Map Layers:

Optional Map Layer Legends: The contents of this panel are limited to the map legends for Optional
Map Layers that have their visibility set to ON (i.e., the visibility checkbox is checked). Each layer’s
details can be collapsed or expanded by clicking on the small “minus” or “plus” box next to the layer’s
name and the entire panel can be collapsed or expanded by clicking on the larger “minus” or “plus” box
at the top of the panel. Many layers use a different map symbol to display the feature depending on an
attribute value of the features. For example, Business Licenses use a different symbol based on the
Status. Also, most layers have grid buttons that open the layer’s attribute table, usually with a filter
applied that corresponds to the map symbol, which opens in a new tab in the web browser.

Optional Map Layer Filters: Most of the Optional Map Layers with Search Options use the Java Grid
page to show the results of the search as attribute table with a custom filter applied. Some layers, like
the Business Licenses, also have the option to apply the user-specified search expression directly to the
map layer as a Filter. While a filter is in use, only those records that match the search criteria will
appear on the map for that map layer. When the filter is removed, the map layer goes back to showing
all its records. There are some visual cues in the UI when a filter is in use for a layer. First, the grid icon
in both the Optional Map Layer Visibility Controls panel and in the Optional Map Legends panel changes
from the normal black-and-white icon to one that is tinted orange. If clicked upon, the orange grid icons
will open the Java Grid page in a new tab while applying the current filter to that grid view. Second, a
new row appears in the Optional Map Legends panel, the Map Layer Information panel, and in the
individual Search Options panels. This new row includes an “X” box for clearing the filter as well as a
readout of the current filter expression. Clicking on this “X” box in any of these locations will clear the
filter and return the map layer to its original, default settings. The diagram below illustrates how to
navigate the UI to apply a filter, the visual cues described above, and how to clear a filter, once set.

Parcel Details: When the second to the last checkbox in the City Basemap Layers panel is checked,
clicking anywhere on the map will highlight the underlying parcel shape and pull up a pop-up
information balloon with the APN (Assessor’s Parcel Number) and Site Address (according to the Ventura
County Assessor, if provided) for the chosen parcel as well as two hyperlinks. The first hyperlink (“more
parcel details…”) leads to the Parcel Detail Sheet for the chosen APN. The second hyperlink (“make this
the subject APN…”) will reload the Java Map page, making the chosen APN the Subject APN for the page.
Please note: This pop-up only works when the checkbox is checked.
Subject APN: When the Java Map has been given a Subject APN (which is done by adding a parameter to
the website address, a.k.a., the URL), something happens when the page first loads that is different from
how the page loads without one. The map’s focus is set to center on the shape of the Subject APN and
the map is zoomed to Level of Detail (LOD) number 8 (1:600 or 50 feet per inch). Also, the shape of the
parcel is outlined in red on the map. More parcels can be added to the list of selected APN using the
APN List tools. When that happens, recentering of the map is not automatic, but can be requested by
clicking on the option, which is shown in the APN List tab and in the Map Tools tab, when there is one or
more selected APN on the list.
Address Details: When the “Click on any address to get more details” visibility checkbox (found in both
the Aerial Photo Layers panel and City Basemap Layers panel) is checked, clicking on an address point
(found at the center of any address label) will highlight the address point and pull up a pop-up
information balloon with the full address and a hyperlink with the label “more address details…”. The
hyperlink leads to the Address Detail Sheet for the chosen address. There is also a link to Google Maps,
which is an excellent source of street level photos for most public streets.
Switching to ESRI Basemaps: At the bottom of the City Basemap Layers panel is a hyperlink with the
label “Click here to switch to ESRI basemaps…”. This link opens a different map page with only a handful
of City Basemap Layers, none of the City’s Aerial Photo Layers, and a new collapsed panel for the ESRI
Basemaps gallery. If there was a Subject APN in the Java Map, then it will be passed to this map as part
of the hyperlink. If not, then a default Subject APN will be used instead (i.e., the parcel for City Hall
North). The “Click on any parcel to get more information…” function is always on (i.e., no checkbox
required). Other than providing access to the ESRI basemaps, this map page is not all that useful.
Find Address: Enter a portion of an address (at least the house number and a portion of the street
name) into this locator widget and it will provide suggestions for addresses you might be trying to find.
These suggestions are based on matching only the street name, ignoring the house number, so don’t
think that just because an address appears on the suggestion list it must be a known address in the City
of Ventura. However, it does help save some typing as the number of possible matches drops off with
each new letter added. Choose an address from the suggestion list and a search is initiated. If that
search results in a matching address, the map will be zoomed to that location and information balloon
will appear showing the search result.

Search the Master Address Coordinates (MAC) Layer: Another option for finding addresses is to use the
Search Options available for the Address layer. This begins by clicking on the information button at the
far right of the “Click on any parcel to get more details” layer near the end of the Aerial Photos or City
Basemap Layers panel. This will render the layer’s information, including Search Options, in the multipurpose panel near the top of the page. Choose a Search Option from the list and the multipurpose
panel will show the UI for the chosen Search Option, including a text box for entering the needed search
parameter for that search. Enter some text and then click the words “OPEN IN GRID” in the big green
button at the bottom of the panel to initiate the search. Search results will be shown in a new tab in the
web browser, using the Java Grid page. Another option is to click the big orange “APPLY FILTER” button.

Local Map Coordinates: Sometimes, it useful to know the local map coordinates for a location on the
City’s basemap. The second tool in the tray provides a way to find those numbers. Here is how:

Once you dismiss the Local XY Coordinates panel by clicking on the “X” box in the upper-left corner, the
red cross graphic is also removed from the map.

Bookmarks: One way to quickly focus the map on a specific location is to use a Bookmark. These preset
locations are organized into Categories. To use a Bookmark, first click on the Bookmarks icon, then
choose a Category to get an alphabetical list of bookmarked locations for that Category. Choose a
location from the list and the focus of the map will be adjusted to center on that location and will be
zoomed in or out to a preset Level of Detail (LOD) for that Bookmark.

Measurements: The fourth tool in the toolbar allows for taking approximate measurements off the
map. By choosing a tool from this widget’s UI and applying that tool to the map, one can estimate areas
and lengths, and even get Latitude and Longitude coordinates for any point on the map.

Please note: The Measurements Widget is an ESRI widget, so City GIS staff cannot change its behavior.
APN List Control: In addition to being able to make one parcel the Subject APN for the map (see page 5)
there is a control panel for keeping a list of multiple selected APN, with tools to add parcels to the list,
remove parcels from the list, buffer the combined shape of the parcels on the list at a chosen buffer
radius (default buffer radius is 500 feet), and use the selected parcel shapes or the buffer shape to
export a list of mailing addresses or business licenses related to those parcels or falling inside the buffer
shape. The control panel includes three tabs: APN List (white), Map Tools (dark yellow), and Export
Options (Dodger blue). Only one tab can be active at a time. To activate any tab, simply click on the
name of the tab at the top of the APN List Control panel. Options appropriate to that tab will appear
along with some hints and instructions to provide guidance for how to use these tools. On the APN List
tab, up to 36 parcels can be listed on a single page. When more than 36 parcels have been selected,
page navigation controls are added to allow users to browse through the full list of selected APN.
A typical APN List Control workflow is outlined on the following page.

What to do with an APN List: Once there are parcels on the APN List, there will be more options for
what to do with that list added automatically to the APN List Control tabs. Under the Map Tools tab,
there is an option, in the form of a check box, to apply a buffer to the combined shape of all of the
selected parcels. There are six preset buffer radii from which to choose: 300, 500, 1000, 1320, 2640,
and 5280 feet. The default choice is 500 feet and the default setting for the checkbox is for it to not be
checked (i.e., no buffer). The current buffer radius choice is shown in a white font and the other options
are shown in a black font. Choosing any buffer radius will automatically check the checkbox, too. The
buffer shape is shown on the map using a gray, double-dot dash outline with no fill. The buffer shape
can also be used to select more parcels using an option found at the bottom of the Map Tools tab.
APN List Export Options: There is an entire tab, the Export Options tab, dedicated to listing the different
ways the current list of parcels (or the buffer shape around those parcels) can be used to generate a
data table listing 1) just the parcels, 2) a set of mailing addresses, or 3) a list of business licenses. The
choices are clearly labeled and those that involve the buffer shape are color-coded to match the color
scheme of the Map Tools tab (i.e., shades of dark yellow). All of the export options work the same way:
Output from the process is copied directly into the clipboard in the form of a tab-delimited table made
of just simple text. From the clipboard, the user can paste the data into a text file or spreadsheet to use
however it is needed (e.g., to provide a list of addresses for a mail merge).

Links to Other Pages, Maps, and Sites: The third button on default display for the multi-purpose panel
renders a list of links to other pages, maps, and websites. Except for the last row, each row begins with
a hyperlink and is followed by a description of what you will find when you follow that link. Some of the
hyperlinks are to PDF documents (like this one), others lead to other interactive maps and websites. The
format of the last row is different than the rest in that the two words at the start of the row are not a
hyperlink, but the rest of the words are. Each of these represents a special configuration of the Java
Map.

Map Configurations: In order to have a single application that will be able to deliver a wide variety of
content, the Java Map can be run using a special Map Configuration parameter included in the website
address (a.k.a., URL). In addition to the Default configuration, six configurations are listed in this row.
Below is a list with a description of how the Java Map is different when using each Map Configuration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Licenses: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale and the visibility of the
Business Licenses optional map Layer is switched to ON (checked)
Parks: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Parksite Amenities and the visibility of the
2018 Aerial Photo layer is switch to ON (checked)
Historic: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale and the visibility of the Historic
Landmarks/POI and Historic Districts optional map Layers are switched to ON (checked)
Pending Projects: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale and the visibility of the
Pending Projects optional map Layer is switched to ON (checked)
Reportable Projects: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale and the visibility of
the Reportable Projects optional map Layer is switched to ON (checked)
Surveyor Layers: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, five new Optional Map
Layers are added to the top of the list (Land Subdivision Activity, Survey Maps, Benchmarks,
Street Centerline Ties, and Tract & Map Index Parcels), and the visibility of two of those map
layers are switched to ON (checked)

Additional Map Configurations for Staff Only: The intranet version of the Java Map has ten additional
Map Configurations not shared with the public:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

AQP: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, 4 Alquist-Prioli layers are added to
the bottom of the Optional Map Layer list and all 4 have their visibility switched ON (checked).
CIP: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, 9 Capitol Improvement Program
(CIP) map layers (one for each of the 9 Program Areas) are added to the bottom of the Optional
Map Layer list, but none of them have their visibility switched on automatically.
H13: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, 11 map layers from the Ventura
County 2013 Hydromodification Plan are added to the top of the Optional Map Layer list and 10
of the 11 layers have their visibility switched ON (checked)
M11: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, 5 map layers from the 2011 Sewer
Model are added to the top of the Optional Map Layer list and switched ON (checked)
M14: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, 8 map layers from the 2014 Sewer
Model are added to the top of the Optional Map Layer list and switched ON (checked)
Planning: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Zoning, all of the default Optional Map
Layers are removed, 10 Planning-related map layers are added (with just one, City Zone Codes,
with its visibility set to ON) , Pending and Reportable Projects layers added, EnerGov Permits,
Legacy Building Permits, Legacy Permits, and Pre-Legacy Permits layers added, and Business
Licenses map layer added to the list of Optional Map Layers.
Sewer: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, one City Basemap layer is
removed from the panel (Address Labels Only), one new City Basemap layer is added (Retired
2005 Sewer Atlas), all of the default Optional Map Layers are removed, 14 Sewer System map
layers are added (5 with their visibility switched to ON), 7 Asset Edit Preview (AEP) map layers
are added, and 3 other sewer-related map layers are added (FOG, IPT, Septic Parcels).
Test: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, all map layers that have been
added to the system but not yet included in any of the available configurations are included in
the Optional Map Layer list of this configuration (this list changes often, so the exact list of these
layers will not be recorded here).
Water: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, two City Basemap layers are
removed from the panel (Parksite Amenities and Address Labels Only), two new City Basemap
layers added (Water Pressure Zones and Retired 2005 Water Atlas), all of the default Optional
Map Layers are removed, 14 Water System map layers are added (9 with their visibility switched
to ON), and 15 Asset Edit Preview (AEP) map layers are added.
Utilities: City Basemap setting changes from Color to Grayscale, three City Basemap layers are
removed from the panel (FEMA Flood Zones, Parksite Amenities and Address Labels Only), three
new City Basemap layers added (Water Pressure Zones, Retired 2005 Water Atlas, and Retired
2005 Sewer Atlas), all of the default Optional Map Layers are removed, 29 Water-related map
layers are added, 24 Sewer-related map layers are added, and none of these map layers have
their visibility switched to ON (checked)

Java Map Brewer: Available for both the public and staff, the brewer presents the user with a list of all
of the available map layers, configurations, and preset map scales so that they can assemble an Optional
Map Layer list that meets their workflow needs. Near the bottom of the “Links to Other Pages, Maps,
and Sites:” list, there is a link to the Java Map Brewer. Here is a diagram of the brewer UI components:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“Click HERE to open the map” links located at the top and bottom of the page
List of available Optional Map Layers (code, checkbox, name, and description)
List of popular tiled Basemaps
List of preset Map Scales
List of available Workflow Configurations

How to Use the Java Map Brewer: After checking boxes next to the desired Map Layers [2] and
(optionally) choosing the default tiled Basemap [3], Map Scale [4], and Workflow Configuration [5],
simply click on either of the HERE links [1] to open the customized Java Map. A custom URL is generated
to convey your selections to the Java Map page. To save your selections, bookmark the resulting URL.
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